White Grubs in Lawns
Concerns are often raised about white grubs in lawns and ways to manage them. Late summer into early
fall is the time white grub problems are most likely to show in lawns here in northern Illinois. While a
relatively small percentage of lawns will actually get white grubs in a given year, this insect can cause
serious damage when a significant population occurs on a lawn or other turf area.

How do I know if I have grubs in my lawn?
White grubs feed on the roots of grasses, so lawns will show wilting and browning of irregular shaped
areas. Certainly there could be many reasons for lawns browning, especially in late summer when most
grub damage occurs. Always check the root zone of affected areas for the white, c-shaped grubs.
Carefully pull back the sod in suspect areas, in particular the marginal areas where brown grass meets
green grass, and look for the grubs. Usually a population of about 10 or more grubs per square foot will
lead to browning of the lawn.

Peeling back a damaged lawn area has revealed these white grubs in the soil as the cause.

Keep in mind other factors that can lead to poor rooting and are mistaken for grubs. For example, lawns
in shade areas often have weak roots and are pulled-up easily. Grubs do not typically appear in shade
lawns. Also, many lawns were easily pulled up this spring and grubs were blamed. Once grass dies,
regardless of the cause, roots will rot away and the grass is very easy to tear out. So trying to diagnose
grub damage from the previous season as the cause of a dead lawn area in spring is very difficult to do,
even if limited roots are found in an area of dead grass.

Raccoons and skunks have damaged this lawn area looking for grubs.

Another sign of grubs is damage from skunks and raccoons digging up lawns in search of grubs to eat.
This usually happens at night. Moles may or may not be feeding on grubs so are not a reliable indicator of
grub problems.

Why does my lawn have grubs but not my heighbor?

Keep in mind the adult stage of the grub life cycle is a beetle, which can fly. Random chance is part of the
answer. But adult beetles usually lay eggs in full-sun lawn areas with adequate soil moisture. The masked
chafer (annual white grub) and Japanese beetle lay eggs in July. So if the weather has been dry but your
lawn is watered and surrounded by dry lawns, it is a prime target for egg laying.

How can I predict if my lawn will have grub damage this year?
It is difficult, as insects can go in cycles and many factors influence the chances of grubs appearing in
your lawn. Lots of adult beetles on the lawn in July is one indication. Masked chafers, the adult of the
annual white grub, are tan beetles active shortly after sundown. Japanese beetles fly during the day and
feed heavily on many ornamentals. Noting these adults and then having irrigated lawns surrounded by
drier turf increases the chances of grub damage to your lawn. Watch lawns closely starting about midAugust and continuing into September for wilting and browning areas, and then check the root zone for
grubs.

